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Let 6 be a group of finite order and A[@] the group algebra of 8 over an 
algebraically closed field /l of characteristic p, p rational prime, and 2 the 
center of A[@]. Prof. R. Brauer, in his paper [3], has given important results 
concerning blocks, defect groups and p-sections of Q and closely relating to 
the results which were announced in Brauer [I, 21. In [3], many of the results 
are written as those on linear functions which are defined on the center 2. In 
the present note, we shall study some of the results in the way which was 
adopted in Osima [7], Iizuka [4, 51 and Iizuka-Sasaki [6]. 
1. Let R, , s\, ,..., 51, be the classes of conjugate elements in 6 and 
denote by & the sum of all elements belonging to SD in A[@], /3 = 1, 2,..., n. 
As is well known, K1 , Kz ,..,, Kn form a /l-basis of 2. Let 
z -=B,~BB,pJ!‘~‘~BR, (1.1) 
bc the block decomposition of the center %, i.e., each B, is a nonzero directly 
indecomposable ideal of Z and the notation 0 means an internal direct sum. 
Corresponding to the decomposition (I. 1 ), we have 
1 :z 7, + Q + ” -I- yt , (717 E 9, (1.2) 
where 1 is the unit element of Z and rll , yy  ,..., Q are the mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents of Z. 
Let ~~7, u27,..., u;, be a /l-basis of BT. As is well known, x, is equal to the 
number of characters belonging to the p-block of ordinary irreducible charac- 
ters of 8, which is associated with the block ideal B, . Since 
u,l, u2 1 )..., t& ;... ; UIi, UZT ,...) tq ;...; u1 , t uzt,..., u;,, 
form a /l-basis of Z, we may set 
(1.3) 
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with a:*” E /l. We denote by A the matrix (a:,“)) of type n x n, (T, v) being 
the row index and p the column index. Since A is a nonsingular matrix, 




where each A, is a nonsingular matrix of type X, x X, . For each B, , we 
denote by SIT, Rz7,..., !2& the classes which are associated with the columns 
of A containing those of A, . Since we have 
we get 
Therefore, we obtain 
[l.A] IlGth eaclz block B, , we may associate x, classes fi8 such that 
(1) each class 3, is associated with one and only one block B, , 
(2) if x7 classes RlT, S&7 ,..., 53; 7 aye associated with B, , then k;~7~ , 
K,T77 ,..., KiT7T form a A-basis of B, . 
2. Let !@, , va ,..., ‘@,, be a complete system of representatives for 
the classes of conjugate p-subgroups in Q. We arrange those ‘Q3, such that 
where / * 1 denote the order of *, when * is a subgroup of 6. I f  !& is ap-Sylow 
subgroup of the normalizer of an element of a class 2, , we shall say that ‘$$ 
is a defect group of the class $3, and we show this fact by $Ji = D(sZ,). We 
denote by I’(‘&) the linear subspace of Z which is spanned by all KB with 
$Ji = 0(52,), and set 
v’i = V(cp,) @ Vpp,) 0 ... 0 V(!&) (i = 0, 1, 2,..., Y), 
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where V,, = (0). We see easily that, for each ‘$$ , the residue classes module 
tie1 , which are represented by those k; with !& = D(S,), form a A-basis of 
the factor space F’,/V,-r . It is well known that every Vi is an ideal of Z. 
(Cf. Osima [7]). I f  we set VLT ~= I<*i n I?, , then we have 
T;-07_{O:CT-~TCI-~TC...CJ-T~ -B,, 
T-;T = 1-;q7 . 
Hence we get 
Vfi’/ r;-, s (l~‘~ 5 V(‘$,)) n B,/ I’;. (24 
[2.A] Let SIT, S2,T ,..., 5:;, be x, classes associated with B, as in [ 1 .A]. If 
S;ll , S$;, ,..., R:r,,,, il are the classes !A, * . 7 with $Ji = D(R,‘) then, for each $3,) 
the residue classes module b’l_l , which are represented by those K;J~ (v :- I, 
2 ,..., WZ(T, i)), form a f-basis of Vi+iV: , The number nz(7, i) depends only on 
‘zz, , B, and 6. 
Proof. It is evident that, for each qj, KihLq,, (p -7 1, 2,..., nz(A,j); 
j -= 1, 2,..., i; h = 1, 2,..., t) form a /l-basis of Vi . Hence we see from (2.1) 
that K;,T~ (p = 1, 2 ,..., m(~,j); j I, 2 ,..., i) form a A-basis of Vi’. It 
follows that K,‘,qT (v =-= 1, 2 ,..., ~$7, i)) form a /l-basis of ViT/V., . I f  
1 $, 1 < 1 ‘$lj,.l / = ... == / vi , th en by (2.2) (or by the application of the 
first part of [2.A] to the chain $!i , $ ,..., pj , vi ,... ), we have ~$7, i) =r 
dim(V, @ V(!&)) n B,/ViT. Hence m(~, i) depends only on 13, , B, and Q. 
Let 2 be the dual space of Z, i.e., Z is the linear space over fl consisting 
of all linear functions of 2 to /l. Corresponding to the decomposition (1. I) of 
Z, Z is decomposed in 
2 =B1@B2Q-@B,, (2.3) 
where each fi, may be considered as the dual space of B, . I f  we denote by 
Ui7 the linear subspace of B, spanned by those K,‘T~ (v _- 1, 2,..., m(~, i)), 
then we have 
B, = lJ,T El r:,r @ ‘.. 0 U,T. (2.4) 
Corresponding to (2.4), we have 
B, = ip @ CA’ ($, . ” @ G;, (2.5) 
where each 7?,T may be considered as the dual space of Ci,T. 
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We obtain the following (cf. Brauer [3]): 
[2.B] For V = oiT, the following two conditions are satisjied. 
(1) For any nonxero element f  of V, there exists at least one class H, with 
‘$13, = D(52,) and withf(K,) f  0. 
(2) If / II( < / ‘$, 1, then f (K,) vanishes for all elements f of F. 
Further, oiT has the maximum dimension of all tinear subspaces I; of B, which 
satisfy the conditions (1) and (2). 
Proof. Letf:, be the elements of c;‘iT such that 
Since f:, (V = 1, 2 ,..,, T~(T, i)) form a /l-basis of oi7, for each element f  of 
Oi7, we may set 
(b, E ~1). 
I f  6, f  0 for some p, then we get 
.f(Ki’,) =f(K;‘+) = 6, Z 0. 
Let 51, be any class with j D(Si,)j < 1 ‘Qi j. Since KDy7 belongs to VvLT_l , 
by [2.A], we may set 
hence, for any elementfof csT, we havef(KO) =f(KB,rl,) = 0. 
Let I7 be any linear subspace of B, satisfying (1) and (2). We set 
fn -= m(~, i) + 1 and take m elements fi ,$1 ,..., f,,, of V arbitrarily. By (2), 
we may set 
.fi, = ,.,g,, ,I bjuhf:u (h = 1, 2,..., m) 
3 1 u 
with bjUiL E fl. We can select m elements c1 , c2 ,..., c, of fl such that at lest 




I f  2, is any class with !@? = D(St,) and if 1 ?$?,c I < i !J1I:,, ; = ... = 1 vi ,, 
then K&T, belongs to (V, @ V(‘$$)) n B, . Hence, we may set 
By (2.6) and (2.7), we havef(KJ :- f(ki~~) : 0. According to (l), f.is zero, 
hence fi ,fi ,...,,fr, are linearly dependent. It follows that the dimension of 
I’ is not larger than that of crjT. 
3. Let P, , P2 ,..., P, be a complete system of representatives for the 
classes of conjugate p-elements in 6. For each l’, , we denote by G(P,) the 
p-section of P, in Q. It is well known that everyp-section is a union of classes 
3,. Ry Theorem 2 in Iizuka [S], wc have 
[3.A] <f 9, is confained ire a p-section G(P,), then we may set 
For each P, , we denote by W(P,) th e mear subspace of 2 which is spanned I’ 
by those KP with si, C G(PLI). We have 
z =: W(P,) @ W(PJ @ ... @ W(P,), 
and, by [XA], 
l;li(l~ AL W(Pg) n R, == W(P,)?77 
Further, we have 
(T := 1, 2:..., t). 
I f  R;, S&T,..., 53;. are the classes associated with B, as in [I .A], then it is easy 
to see that those K/q, with Ry7 C G(P,) f  orm a /l-basis of W,,T and the number 
of those classes Sy7 depends only on P, , B, and Q. 
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If we set Wii = Vi CT W(P,) n B7, then we have 
If ~ ‘12, < / $Jj+l / : ... = 1 $$, /, then we have 
In the same way as in the proof of [2./4] (or by [2.A]), we obtain 
[3.B] Let aIs, !$‘,..., !X+ be x, classes associated with B, as in [I .A]. If 
J‘\5iI 3 qi, >...I ~ji,v~(r,g,i) are the classes 51yT with ‘$I$ -= D(S,‘) and zuith 
51v7 C G(P,) then, for each ‘$li and each P,, , the residue classes module Wi im.l , 
zvhich are represented by those KIL,,qT (v 1, 2,..., ~$7, g, i)), form a A-basis of 
the factor space W,‘,/ Wi,i-l . The number m(r, g, i) depends only on the defect 
group vi , the p-section G(P,), the block B, , and the group 0. 
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